
Genoa, Italy - June/July 2020

Courses: 
In June/July 2020, EAFinGenoa will offer ten courses.  Successful completion of five EAF 

courses will result in a Certificate of International School Staff Development.  Some of the 
courses can also be used to earn The Next Frontier Inclusion (NFI) Certificate in Inclusive 

International Education.  These courses are marked accordingly.

Mission:   
The mission of Education Across 

Frontiers (EAFinGenoa)is to 
support the development of 

international school teachers 
and administrators in becoming 

effective leaders of adult 
learning.  Specifically, the 

courses will examine theories 
of adult learning, strategies for 

effective workshop presentations, 
and leadership skills for 

facilitating professional learning 
communities.  The courses 

are designed for teachers and 
administrators who aspire to be 
educational leaders - principals, 

staff developers 
or team leaders.



COURSES

Cognitive Coaching One

 Adaptive Schools: Facilitating 
Collaborative Groups

Learning About & From Behavior

Cognitive Coaching 2

Advanced Adaptive Schools

Challenge by Choice: Teaching
 Math for Inclusion 

Learning Support + EAL = 
Collaboration for Inclusion

 

Advanced Cognitive Coaching 1 
(Three day course)

Polarity Management
(Two day course)

Advanced Cognitive Coaching 2 
(Three day course)

DATES

  Session 1
  June 19 - 22, 2020

  Session 1
  June 19 - 22, 2020

  Session 1
June 19 - 22, 2020

Session 2
  June 24 - 27, 2020

  Session 2
  June 24 - 27, 2020

  Session 2
  June 24 - 27, 2020

  Session 3
  June 29 - July 2, 2020

Session 4         June 29 - July 1, 2020

Session 4 
  June 30 - July 1, 2020

 Session 4
 July 3 - 5, 2020

TRAINERS

 

Ochan Kusuma-Powell
 

Toni Prickett & 

Jennifer Swinehart

Kristen Pelletier

Toni Prickett & 

Stephen Dare

Doreen Miori Merola & 
Ochan Kusuma-Powell 

David Suarez

Jon Nordmeyer &
 Kristel Solomon-Saleem

Ochan Kusuma-Powell

Carolyn McKanders

Ochan Kusuma-Powell



Learning About & From Behavior 
June 19 - 22, 2020
Got behaviors in your classroom? All classrooms do., ranging from the learning and social behaviors one hopes to see to the 
challenging behaviors one wishes would go away.  Behavior is a form of communication. What might it be saying? All behavior 
tells us something and gives valuable insights into knowing our students. Tuning attention to causal and/or functional perspectives 
on behavior helps to answer that question. When we tune our attention to the causal and functional explanations of behaviors, and 
respond compassionately and effectively, student learning is enhanced.  
In this course, participants will:             
 • learn how to read, interpret, and respond to behavior that stems from a variety of causes 
 • further develop responses and a range of strategies that are compassionate, purposeful, and effective
  • explore structures and approaches that promote a strong pro-social culture of behavior in schools, classroomes,  
  and with individual students.  

This course is appropriate for class teachers, counselors and school leaders. It can also be applied to the NFI Certificate in Inclusive 
International Education.

Trainer: Kristen Pelletier

Cognitive Coaching Part One 
June 19 - 22, 2020 

This four-day course will provide an introduction to the communication skills needed by teachers and those occupying positions of 
educational leadership. It will present the first four days of the Cognitive Coaching (CC) Foundation Course. 

The CC Foundation Course is an approach to professional relationships that focuses on supporting the deep thinking of colleagues 
in the areas of planning, reflecting, and problem resolving. The specific skills and strategies included in this course lend themselves 
to developing a school culture of collaboration and reflection, and a professional learning community. 
As a result of this course, learners will: 

 • Understand the essence of Cognitive Coaching, how it differs from consulting and evaluation; 
 • Increase consciousness and craftsmanship in applying interpersonal communication skills in order 
  to develop trust and rapport; 
 • Understand the power of a structured professional conversation; 
 • Learn and practice specific reflective listening strategies; and, 
 • Practice coaching skills in planning and reflecting. 

Trainer: Ochan Kusuma-Powell

SESSION 1: June 19-22, 2020

Adaptive Schools: Facilitating Collaborative Groups 
June 19 - 22, 2020

As schools look to the most effective ways to provide robust learning experiences for their students, they have begun to realize the power of 
developing collaborative cultures amongst their staff members. For this enculturation to be successful, it is essential that all members of the 
community contribute to the development of the cognitive, social and emotional intelligence of the organization. This interactive four-day 
workshop will provide both the theoretical foundation as to why collaborative cultures are valuable in schools, as well as offer practical steps 
for how to build a collaborative culture within a classroom, team of teachers, division or entire faculty. Over the course of the workshop, the 
following questions will be addressed:

• What do we mean by collaborative cultures?
• What does leadership look like in a collaborative culture?
• How do collaborative cultures plan? Assess? Look at instruction?

Our belief is that every member is instrumental in creating the shift of mindset that occurs as an organization builds a more collaborative 
culture; to that end, educators in all roles and responsibilities are encouraged to attend this workshop.

Trainers: Toni Prickett and Jennifer Swinehart



Advanced Adaptive Schools 
June 24 - 27, 2020

The goal of Adaptive Schools Seminars is to develop the collective identity and capacity of organization members as collaborators, 
inquirers, and leaders. The advanced course provides opportunities for participants to extend and refine skills and tools required 
for developing and influencing the work of teams. Participants will take a deep look at the role of team identity in determining its 
effectiveness.  They will also have opportunities to review and rehearse the use of energy sources in team interventions and examine 
conflict as a resource as they develop their understanding of the “how” of professional learning communities: how to behave in 
groups, how to lead them, and how to facilitate them for improved leading, teaching and learning. 

Because productive teams are made, not born, and because new challenges require increasingly flexible approaches to how we work 
and interact with one another, we need to develop the resources and capacities to respond effectively to the changing needs of 
students and society. This requires adaptivity.

Trainers: Doreen Miori Merola & Ochan Kusuma-Powell

Challenge by Choice: Teaching Math for Inclusion
June 24 - June 27, 2020

We know engagement occurs at a sweet spot between the overly simple and exceedingly complex and that what is developmentally 
appropriate is largely contingent on prior learning experiences. In highly diverse math classrooms, these realities can make teaching 
feel daunting.

This experiential course has been designed with these highly diverse math classes in mind. It’s meant for all teachers of mathematics, 
as well as learning specialists, curriculum coordinators, and supervisors who’d like to explore the power of combining Challenge by 
Choice (CbC) principles with low-floor, high-ceiling learning and assessment experiences.

We’ll be guided by the question: How can we provide high quality math learning experiences that are differentiated, research-based, 
and responsive to everyday classroom complexities? A large part of our learning will involve experiencing and reflecting upon high 
quality forms of differentiated math instruction.

Please join us for this in-depth exploration of differentiation strategies that really address mixed readiness levels in the math classroom.

This course can be used to qualify for the NFI Certificate in Inclusive International Education.

Trainer: David Suarez

Cognitive Coaching Two 
June 24 - 27, 2020

This 4-day course provides the second half of the Cognitive Coaching Foundation Course, an approach to professional relationships
that focuses on supporting the deep thinking of colleagues in the areas of planning, reflecting and problem-resolving. The specific
skills and strategies included in this course lend themselves to developing an organizational culture of collaboration and reflection, a
professional learning community; and will support the participant in developing the skills of facilitation.

In Part 2 of the Cognitive Coaching Foundation Course, participants will understand the process and structure underlying ‘reflection
into planning’ and the Problem-Resolving Map; they will also practice the tools and skills to become effective coaches. Participants
will recognize the influence of cognitive style, filters of perception and belief systems that influence their own and the coachee’s
thinking. To this end, participants will learn skills to invite cognitive shift in the coachee, all the while listening for the coachee’s
States of Mind.

Trainers: Stephen Dare & Toni Prickett

SESSION 2: JUNE 24 - 27, 2020



Advanced Cognitive Coaching One 
June 29 - July 1, 2020 

The Cognitive Coaching Advanced Seminar provides refinement and depth of learning for those desiring to achieve expert 
proficiency in Cognitive Coaching and is highly supportive of those who wish to begin the pathway to becoming am agency 
trainer.  By participating in this training, the learner will:
 
·      Refine and extend core coaching capabilities and skills;
·      Develop skills with advanced forms of paraphrasing, probing for specificity and inquiring to mediate the thinking of others;
·      Expand the possibilities of and applications of our identities as mediators; and,
·      Frame personal coaching mastery as a journey, not a destination.

Trainer: Ochan Kusuma-Powell 

SESSION 3: JUNE 29 - JULY 2, 2020

Learning Support + EAL = Collaboration for Inclusion 
June 29 - July 2, 2020

“What are some of the best ways to serve English Language Learners (ELLs) in our international schools?” 
“How do we provide the most effective program of support for children who learn differently?” 

These questions frequently arise in schools, and more often than not, are considered separately – even though we know that 
students recieving EAL and LS support are not necessarily discrete populations and that all students benefit from the combined and 
collaborative expertise of all specialists.

All students deserve to be part of meaningful and relevant classroom experiences, and research supports that inclusive schools 
improve both teaching and learning. Collaboration is emerging as a new norm in today’s international schools, and when educators 
plan, teach and inquire together, we model the 21st century learning skills we hope to develop in our students. 

In this highly interactive course, participants will explore how identity and values drive our collaboration, and how effective 
collaboration supports equitable outcomes for all learners. We will unpack strategies for collaboration as tools for building program 
capacity to serve both multilingual learners and students with learning challenges.

This course can be used to qualify for the NFI Certificate in Inclusive International Education.

Trainers: Jon Nordmeyer & Kristel Solomon-Saleem



Managing Polarities: Using Conflict as a Resource
June 30 - July 1, 2020

The polarity management framework and the underlying principles provide a practical set of resources for dealing with all polarities 
in life.  Polarities are ongoing, chronic issues which are both unavoidable and unsolvable.  Attempting to address them through 
customary problem-solving only makes things worse.  These situations are not problems to solve; they are polarities or dilemmas 
which require effective management. Leaders, departments, teams, and organizations become more effective as they learn to 
distinguish between the two and deal productively with both.  Through this work, they can consciously use group tensions, diversity 

and divergent thinking resources for developing high performing cultures that promote community and productivity.

Managing polarities increases in value as an issue or a system increases in terms of:

  •  Complexity – by permitting a view of both micro and macro perspectives;
  •  Change – by converting resistance to change into a resource for stability and change;  
  •  Conflict – by developing “Both/And” thinking, creating “Win/Win” outcomes;
  •  Diversity – by respecting, utilizing, and celebrating differences.

Trainer: Carolyn McKanders

Advanced Cognitive Coaching Two 
July 3 - 5, 2020

The Cognitive Coaching Advanced Seminar provides refinement and depth of learning for those desiring to achieve expert 
proficiency in Cognitive Coaching and is highly supportive of those who wish to begin the pathway to becoming am agency 
trainer.  By participating in this training, the learner will:
 
·      Refine and extend core coaching capabilities and skills;
·      Develop skills with advanced forms of paraphrasing, probing for specificity and inquiring to mediate the thinking of others;
·      Expand the possibilities of and applications of our identities as mediators; and,

·      Frame personal coaching mastery as a journey, not a destination.

Trainer: Ochan Kusuma-Powell

SESSION 4: Various Dates 



Meet the Trainers 
EAF Genoa Trainers 2020

	  

Stephen Dare

Stephen is in his 10th year as Head of School at Hong Kong Academy (HKA). He is passionate about creating 
opportunities to democratize learning and elevate student voice within schools. He believes that everyone 
in an organization has the capacity to contribute to the co-construction of learning experiences that both 
elevate thinking and promote action in support of broader educational initiatives. Stephen began his career as 
a preschool teacher in Southeast England, and has worked as an administrator in North and South America 
as well as Southeast Asia. He is the treasurer of the ACAMIS Board and supports the Next Frontier: Inclusion 
Design Team in an advisory role. Stephen is an Agency Trainer for the Thinking Collaborative and has 
embedded the work of Cognitive Coaching and Adaptive Schools into the professional learning culture of 
HKA, helping to implement the school’s mission and identity. He regularly presents courses on coaching and 
building institutional trust at international schools and conferences. Stephen initially left his home town for a 
two-year adventure overseas, and over thirty years later he continues to embrace the opportunities of working 
in a global culture.

Ochan Kusuma-Powell Ed. D

Ochan is the Director of Education Across Frontiers, an organization dedicated to the professional
learning of international school educators. She also serves on the Design Team for The Next Frontier
Inclusion – a non-profit organization devoted to supporting international schools in becoming
more inclusive of students with special learning needs. Ochan has presented numerous workshops
and courses in the areas of differentiation, assessment, teacher emotional intelligence, coaching and
collaboration and is an Associate Trainer for Cognitive CoachingSM and Adaptive Schools.
Together with her husband Bill, Ochan co-authored Count Me In! Developing Inclusive International
Schools (2000), Making the Difference: Differentiation in International Schools (2008), Becoming an
Emotionally Intelligent Teacher (2010), How to Teach Now: Five Keys to Personalized Learning in
the Global Classroom (2012), The OIQ Factor: Raising the Organizational Intelligence of your school
(2013) and Teacher Self-Supervision: Why teacher evaluation is a failed system and what we can do
about it (2015).

Carolyn McKanders

Carolyn’s background includes 28 years in the Detroit Public Schools as a teacher, counselor, program
administrator, and staff-development specialist. Presently, she presents seminars internationally on
developing Adaptive Schools and Organizations, Cognitive CoachingSM, enhancing presentation
effectiveness and meeting facilitation skills. She also provides polarity management training, which
supports organizations in identifying and managing competing tensions inherent in social systems.
Carolyn has extensive experience in group facilitation. She successfully helps groups to clarify vision and
work collaboratively to achieve professional community and desired results. In addition to her work in
educational settings, she is a family and women’s counselor. From her counseling experience she brings
to her work a deep belief in the unlimited capacity and resilience of the human spirit. Carolyn holds a BS
degree in Child Development and Education from Michigan State University, an MA degree in Counseling
and Education from the University of Michigan, and an MSW degree in Family and Children Services from 
Eastern Michigan University.



Doreen Miori-Merola

Doreen is Co-Director of Thinking Collaborative and private consultant, was an English teacher for 
over 38 years and taught everything from academic intervention to advanced placement. She has a 
BS from State University of New York at Oswego in English/secondary education, did graduate work 
in diagnostic and prescriptive reading/literacy, and received her MS in English Education Advanced 
Study from Syracuse University. 

As the ELA Content Specialist for the Solvay Union Free School District – a teacher leadership role 
– she was in charge of curriculum, assessment, data analysis, professional development, facilitation, 
mentoring, and providing interventions for grades 4 through 12. In her capacity as Training 
Associate for Cognitive Coaching, Adaptive Schools, and Habits of Mind, Doreen worked to train 
staff and build system capacity in the Solvay Schools. Doreen has also trained across the U.S. and 
internationally. Doreen considers herself to be extremely fortunate to have as her mentors Art Costa, 
Bena Kallick, Bob Garmston, and Michael Dolcemascolo. 

Jon Nordmeyer

Jon is the Director of International Programs at the WIDA Consortium, University of Wisconsin. 
He has been an international educator for 25 years, teaching in Ecuador, The Netherlands, Taiwan, 
Turkey, China and Thailand. He has been a guest lecturer at Harvard Graduate School of Education 
and Tibet University, has written journal articles and contributed chapters to several books. He is 
the co-editor of the book Integrating Language and Content(TESOL 2010). Jon has a BA from 
Dartmouth College and an MA in TESOL from the School for International Training.

Kristen Pelletier 

Kristen is an educational consultant, coach, collaborator, and presenter driven by the mission of 
supporting international schools along their journey toward exemplary inclusive cultures and 
practices. She is a founding Director and Design Team Member of the Next Frontier Inclusion. 
Kristen holds a B.S. in Special Education and an M.A. in K-12 Educational Administration and 
brings 28 years of experience teaching and leading.  Her career experiences include teaching in 
public school in Maine and working in residential adult development programs before moving to 
the International School of Brussels. She was the Director of Student Support Services at ISB for 11 
years before stepping out to serve the international school community to further develop professional 
capacity for inclusion.

Redefining Access - Creating Opportunities for Inclusion to Thrive!

Toni Prickett

Toni is the owner and primary consultant for Region Insights, an organization focused on building self-
directedness in individuals and organizations. Toni’s background includes teaching Grades 3-12, working 
as a professional developer for multiple school districts, and facilitating adult learners in public education, 
private education, and business. She holds undergraduate and graduate degrees in mathematics. Toni 
presents seminars on Cognitive Coaching, Adaptive Schools, and Presentation Skills. She is also a trainer for 
Robert Kegan’s constructivist-development work around Immunities to Change. Toni is also a co-developer 
(with Carolyn McKanders) of Harvesting Diversity to Create Resourceful Systems. 



Kristel Solomon-Saleem

Kristel is the Director of Learner Support at Hong Kong Academy. Her dedication and passion in the 
field of education has led her to work with a wide range of schools and organizations that ensure children 
have access to quality education so that they may find their individual pathways to excellence. Her 
personal commitment to leading has allowed her to work closely with the Next Frontier Inclusion (NFI) 
as their Asia-Pacific Regional Coordinator, The Special Education and Inclusion Association (SENIA) 
and contribute to the International Baccalaureate (IB) Guidelines for Inclusive Education. As a workshop 
leader, Kristel endeavors to develop and support teacher self-efficacy in their work with all learners.  Her 
belief in the possibilities and unseen potential of a life long learner has led her to explore the physiological 
and neurological makeup of individuals in order to gain a deeper understanding of our students and 
enhance our role as educators.

Kristel is a graduate of Temple University with degrees in Elementary and Special Education and a Masters 
Degree in Educational Psychology. She is currently pursuing an additional graduate certification in Mind, 
Brain, and Teaching from Johns Hopkins University.

David Suarez

David’s work on math differentiation draws on twenty years of full-time teaching experience
in schools spanning the socioeconomic spectrum. He is particularly interested in the question
of how math teachers can create environments that maximally support the growth of extremely
diverse learners. His work has been featured in Educational Leadership, ASCD’s Challenging
the Whole Child: Reflections on Best Practices in Learning, Teaching, and Leadership, and
Making the Difference: Differentiation in International Schools. David has presented on the
topic of differentiated instruction and assessment at schools and conferences across Africa,
Asia, Europe, and the Middle East. He holds degrees in Operations Engineering (M.S.) and
Economics (B.A.) from the University of Michigan, and he currently teaches middle school
math at the Jakarta Intercultural School.

Jennifer Swinehart

Jennifer is the Director of Research, Development, and Communications at Hong Kong Academy 
and teaches English Literature in the Secondary School. As an advocate for nurturing diverse and 
inclusive communities, Jennifer believes that all learners should be empowered to pursue their 
passions as inquirers, collaborators, and innovators. Whenever she is working with a group of 
learners, Jennifer seeks to create joyful learning environments that stimulate self-advocacy and 
agency. In addition to working within her own school community to construct these types of 
authentic learning experiences for both students and adults, Jennifer is a trainer at the Principals’ 
Training Center and regularly presents at educational conferences in the Asia-Pacific region. 
Jennifer’s love of literacy and communication led her to study Latin as her undergraduate major 
and she is certified to teach both Secondary English/Language Arts and Humanities; her doctoral 
research explores student perspectives on how cognitive, affective, and effective skills are taught 
in secondary schools. In her free time, Jennifer is a keen nonfiction reader, Arsenal supporter, and 
marathon runner.



Registration:

Click here to access an EAFinGenoa 2020 Staff Development Registration Form. Please complete and submit online. You 
will receive confirmation of receipt. If you do not receive confirmation within twenty four hours, please write to Sean 
Powell directly EAFinGenoa2020@gmail.com. The deadline for early bird registration is March 1, 2020.

Costs:
Advanced Cognitive Coaching 1 and 2 (Three day courses) each USD$1,000 until March 1, 2020. Thereafter, USD$1,100. 
Managing Polarities (Two day course) is USD$750 until March 1, 2020. Thereafter, USD$800. 
All other courses (four day courses) are USD$1,350 until March 1, 2020. Thereafter, USD$1,450.
This includes the cost of registration, books and materials, lunches and one evening dinner for participants. Participants 
will pay for their airfare and hotel directly. EAF is unable to provide refunds after March 1, 2020.

	  

Venue: 
The International School in Genoa, via Romana della Castagna 11A, 16148 Italy. For directions to the school, please visit 
the school website.

Accommodation: 
ISG has negotiated special conference rates with four hotels.  In each case, breakfast is included. Participants should make 
their bookings directly with the hotel and mention that you want the rate for the International School in Genoa. Each of 
the hotels is a short taxi ride from the school, except the AC Hotel which is a five minute walk. 

The Astor Hotel 
(www.astorhotel.it) Viale delle Palme 16 – 16167, Genova. Phone 39-010-329011, 
email: astor@astorhotel.it 

AC Hotel
(https://www.marriott.com/hotels/travel/goage-ac-hotel-genova/) Corso Europa 1075, 16148 Genova, 
Phone 39-010-3071180, email: acgenova@ac-hotels.com. 

Iris Hotel 
(http://hotel-iris-genoa.genoa-hotels.com/en/) Via Rossetti 3, 16148 Genova. Phone 39-010-3760703. 
email: info@hoteliris.it. 

Hotel Capannina 
(www.lacapanninagenova.it) Via Tito Speri 7, 16146 Genova. Phone 39-010-363205. 
email: info@lacapoanninaagonova.it. 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSe391uPTOqkyIefW4NmZkTcQtw5TPxbLepy9dm2C6PFlkv46w/viewform
http://(EAFinGenoa2019@gmail.com)
http://www.isgenoa.it
http://www.astorhotel.it
https://www.marriott.com/hotels/travel/goage-ac-hotel-genova/
http://hotel-iris-genoa.genoa-hotels.com/en/
http://www.lacapanninagenova.it

